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The record high enrollment highlights the Affordable Care Act's contribution, even as its survival depends on an imminent Supreme Court ruling.
31 Million Now Get Coverage Through 'Obamacare,' Biden Administration Says
One junior at New Jersey’s Rutgers University, the first to mandate COVID-19 vaccination, said, “I’m not antivax, I’m anti-mandate. My education should not be restricted based on my personal decision ...
College Guidance Counseling: Get the COVID-19 Vaccine
Roughly 7% (4.3 million) of Medicare enrollees pay more than the standard premiums for Parts B and D due to so-called income-related monthly adjustment amounts, or IRMAAs. Late-enrollment penalties ...
Here are 3 Medicare surprises that can cost you thousands every year
The Community College of Vermont is encouraging all students to be vaccinated against COVID-19. However, unlike many other colleges in the region, it isn’t requiring them to do so.
Community College of Vermont won’t require vaccination when classes resume in fall
Celebrating our nation’s independence every year on July 4 is a point of joy and pride. For more than 85 years, our programs have helped provide financial independence to millions ...
Three ways to achieve independence with Social Security
Depending on their vaccination status, international students may need to be revaccinated once they arrive at U.S. colleges.
International Students and COVID-19 Vaccine Policy at U.S. Schools
which doesn’t necessarily come on a little white card. That’s OK, though. What you’re really looking for is the ability to present proof that you’re inoculated against the coronavirus.
COVID Q&A: What to do if you lose your vaccine card
Students who display their “Vax Pass,” a new blockchain-backed COVID-19 vaccination credential, can skip lines at screening stations.
East Coast Poly offers blockchain-backed 'Vax Pass'
One of President Joe Biden’s signature campaign promises was to undo former President Donald Trump’s immigration policies. Since taking office, Biden has wasted no time, getting rid of several of his ...
Biden reverses course on Trump’s immigration policies—but will high-skilled workers return?
California is open. Of course, the coronavirus pandemic isn’t over, and life isn’t back to the way it was before most of us had heard of the mysterious, deadly illness we now call Covid-19. But the ...
A Timeline of the Coronavirus in California
Not all are government departments: All major trading banks will accept RealMe as identity proof for opening accounts ... identity providers. It doesn’t have to be that way.
RealMe informs REAL ID: Practical lessons for government identity systems
About three-quarters of Californians 65 and older, who are the most vulnerable to complications from COVID-19, are fully inoculated against the virus and 92 percent have at least one shot, a ...
COVID: Nearly three-quarters of California seniors are fully vaccinated
But with a little over one-third of the county’s adults fully vaccinated, Napoleone said a main challenge to requiring proof of vaccination is making sure everyone who doesn't have easy access ...
Poll: Despite DeSantis ban, majority of county influencers support 'vaccine passports'
New York’s Stonewall Inn bans Bud during Pride, Arizona wig store gets show of support after anti-mask targeting, and more ...
Feeding the animals, crowding paradise, fighting coastal erosion: News from around our 50 states
A C.D.C. study showed younger American adults are less likely to be vaccinated. Medicaid enrollment jumped during the pandemic.
Covid-19 Updates: Colombia Surpasses 100,000 Deaths as Virus Pummels South America
Around dawn one recent spring day, an inflatable dinghy carrying nearly three dozen people reached the Greek island of Samos from the nearby Turkish coast. Within 24 hours, ...
Migrant family’s presence on Greek island hints at pushbacks
AUC doesn’t require a specific type of COVID-19 vaccination as long as proof of vaccination is presented ... mode delivery for sections with high enrollment (30+ students) to ensure social ...
AUC To Returns To Full Face-to-face Instruction In Fall 2021
The programs within each of these vehicles serve -- within each of these platforms serve as vehicles for proof-of-concepts ... to do in parallel, so it doesn't actually interfere with our plans ...
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